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1. General Information

Layout 3 is a relatively simple interface, as the following Figure 1

Figure 1

1.1 Login and shutdown

Figure 2
Can be used to shut down the machine and log in engineers and administrators.
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1.2 Document operation

Figure 3

The buttons in this area are used to create, open or save documents.

1.3 Mark editing area

Figure 4

The mark is our coding content. It should be noted that there is a black box in the

red box, which corresponds to the size of the galvanometer. The mark needs to be

placed inside. When it is placed outside the box, it will exceed the coding range of the
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galvanometer and cannot be coded.

1.4 Add mark

figure 5

The buttons in this area can be used to add marks, such ascomposite text, date,

time, QR code, and so on..

1.5 Mark editing and marking parameters

Figure 6

The buttons in this area are used to edit the marks, such as adjusting the size and
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position, adding filling, rotating and flipping, and adjusting marking parameters.

1.6 Settings

Figure 7

This button is used to set some marking machine parameters.

1.7 Marking control area

Figure 8

The control area is used to display some control buttons related to parameters and

coding.
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2. Detailed description

2.1 Login and shutdown

Click this button to shut down.

Click this button to log in (engineer ID password: 000000; administrator ID

password: 111111). The engineer can modify the marking parameters, but cannot

modify the setting parameters; the administrator can modify all parameters. You can

only perform simple operations such as marking or opening documents when you are

not logged in. Click again after logging in to log out.

2.2 Document operation

：Used to create, open, save and save as documents.

2.3 Mark editing area

：Click this button to enlarge the content displayed in the mark editing area.

：Click this button to reduce the content displayed in the marker editing area.

：Click this button to restore the original display marking of the mark editing

area.

：Zoom in to display the currently selected marker.

：After clicking this button, the button will become , At this time, hold
down the left mouse button to drag the mark editing area and observe the content in

other locations. Click again to restore.

Note：The zoom-in and zoom-out here are only the zoom-in and zoom-out of the
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display, and do not affect the actual size of the mark.

2.4 Mark editing area

2.4.1 Composite advance text

Used to add a composite advance text, a composite advance text can be composed

of multiple different types of content or the same type of content. Thecomposite text

is shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10

Figure 10 shows the display area of thecomposite text, zooming in, zooming out,

and displaying the same as the mark editing area. The adaptive size is used to adjust

the content display of the box. The box in the lower left corner is the added content

composition of the currentcomposite text.

Offset X：The position of the current content relative to the initial position of the

horizontal offset, you can also click the buttons

and to adjust.

OffsetY：The position of the current content relative to the initial position
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of the vertical offset, you can also click the button and to

adjust.

Step size：When the position is adjusted by the following buttons, the value of the

position change every time the button is clicked.

：Used to enlarge the size of the content (actual size, non-display

size)

：Used to reduce the size of the content (actual size, non-display size)

Advanced: Spacing benchmarkIt is used to set the calculation method of the space

between words. Alignment is used to set the overall alignment.

For text-related parameters, see the text in 2.5.11.2

Composite text type:

2.4.1.1 StaticText

Allows input of fixed text content.

2.4.1.2 Time

As 2.4.3 Time .
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2.4.1.3 Serial number

Figure 11

The serial number indicates the text that changes according to a fixed rule during the

engraving process. It supports decimal, hexadecimal and three hexadecimal, which

can be set in the format.

Repeat count： Indicates the number of engravings before each serial number is

changed.

Step value：Represents the value of a change in the serial number.

Forbid chars: Prohibited characters.

Recycle：When the cycle is checked, the serial number increases to the maximum

value or decreases to the minimum value, the marking does not stop, and it starts to

change from the minimum or maximum value again.

Use leading zeros：Padded 0 in front of the value according to the number of digits.

Reset time：The default value is 0, which means no reset. If it is greater than 0, the

reset time can be edited in the reset time list. When the system time reaches the reset

time, the serial number will be reset, returning to the minimum value and starting to

change again.

2.4.1.4 Date

As 2.4.2 Date
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2.4.1.5 Database

Figure 12

The database function can select the database file imported in advance in the

laser marking machine for engraving. The database drop-down box will display all

supported database files. After selecting, modify the current number of rows and

columns, and the content will be changed according to the parameters during

engraving. It can also be imported directly from the U disk or from the marking

record, and preview is supported.

If the automatic cycle is checked, after the last line of content is printed, it will

return to the first line of content and then mark. Support intercepting parts from the

database content.
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2.4.1.6 Scanner

Figure 13

Scanner means that the mark needs to be scanned to input content when

engraving, and it supports keyboard and press Enter key to input. You can choose to

display the text directly or convert it to hexadecimal display (the entered content is

treated as hexadecimal data). Support intercepting part of the data from the scanned

content.

2.4.1.7 Bridgetext

How to use the hook text link ：

http://www.laser400.com/forum/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=337&extra=page%

3D1

2.4.1.8 Random code

Random content that changes dynamically and supports custom formats.

2.4.1.9 Space character

Used to add space characters.

http://www.laser400.com/forum/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=337&extra=page%3D1
http://www.laser400.com/forum/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=337&extra=page%3D1
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2.4.1.10 Serial communication

Figure 14

The port number is related to the serial port connected to the marking machine. For

details, please refer to the corresponding hardware manual of the marking machine.

The baud rate, data bit, calibration bit and stop bit need to be consistent with the

parameters at both ends of the communication. When we add "Combined Text-Serial

Communication" as the marking content, click Mark, and then the software will

prompt to wait for the data. At this time, the other end of the communication sends

data. After the software receives the data, it will print the data.
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2.4.2 Date

Figure 15

Used to display dates in various formats. And you can set the offset days,

months, and years according to the current date. The date supports customization, and

the format can be viewed by clicking the help on the right.

2.4.3 Time

Various types of time can be set for the time type, and leading zeros are
used to fill zeros.

When the time period is selected, the time period edit area on the right will

become available. By modifying the number of time periods, you can specify the

content displayed by the mark in different time periods. Double-click the item in the

time period list to pop up the time period edit box, and you can modify the start time ,

end time and content.
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Figure16

2.4.4 Barcode

Figure17
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：Display the content in barcodes, QR codes, etc. Support Code128、QRCode、

DataMatrix etc., the content displayed is the currently selected content, on the

right can be used for special character input, the soft keyboard can be

enabled, and the arrows can be used to move the cursor position.

The barcode also supports adding text, time, serial number, date, database,

scanner, hook text, random code, line break, space character and serial

communication, see details2.4.1composite text.

2.4.6 Serial number

：Detial as 2.4.1.3 Serial number

2.4.7 Add more

Figure 18

Composite text: A simplified version ofcomposite text.

Image: Used to open the picture.
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Delayer: It can be used to realize the delay effect in marking.

Database: Used to obtain data from Excel tables for marking.

Vector : enable vector illustration.

VIN code: VIN is the abbreviation of English Vehicle Identification Number (vehicle

identification number). Have a fixed format. In the pneumatic marking machine

software, the simple disassembly is divided into a fixed text part (11 digits) and a

serial number part (6 digits).

If the cycle is not turned on, a prompt will pop up after marking all the serial numbers

and stop marking.

2.5 Mark editing

2.5.1 Undo and redo

Undo is mainly used for mark editing operations, including but not

limited to mark position movement, content modification, parameter modification,

etc., as well as addition and deletion of marks. The undo operation can be performed

multiple times until the initial editing state. After saving the current document, Undo

cannot be clicked until after the next editing operation.

Click once to return to the work before the last cancellation, and click

multiple times.

When undo and redo are in gray status, as shown in the figure: ，it

means that there is no operation that can be undone or redone.
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2.5.2 Horizontal mirroring and vertical mirroring

Used for horizontal flip， For vertical flip. When there is no check

mark, the button is not clickable .

2.5.3 Other tools

Fiture 19

Array are used to generate multiple markers of the same kind.

Split cross is used to process intersections in vector diagrams or curves.

Groups andMerge are used to combine multiple tags into one. Note: The group will

not change the original attributes of the mark. Splite group and Splite are used to

separate groups and combination marks, and can also be used to separate vector

graphics.
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Distribution/Sort: Used to set the distribution and sorting of multiple markers.

Res manager: used to import/export resource files, such as documents, vector

diagrams, pictures, and marking records. There are also installment unlocking

entrances and one-click backup/restore entrances.

Transform: Tilt to the left and tilt to the right are used to tilt the marker, and move

to the coordinate center is used to quickly move the marker to the coordinate center

of the editing area. Advanced support zoom, rotate, flip and tilt.

Figure 20

Scale is used to zoom in and out of the mark, and Rotate is used to rotate the mark.

Figure21

Invert is used for horizontal and vertical flips of the mark; Tilt is used for the tilt of

the mark.
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Expand：

Contains some extended tools.

2.5.4 Spin

Spin left and Spin right used to control the rotation of the marker.

2.5.5 Select all

Used to select all marks.

2.5.6 Filling

Enable or disable filling, or set filling parameters.
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Fiture 22

Enable：Check to enable padding, uncheck to disable padding.

Marking contour：Whether to mark the original contour. As shown in the figure:

Figure23

Figure 24
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Walk around：Whether to mark the outline of the filled content. If the margin value is

0, the original contour will be marked; if the margin value is greater than 0, the

contour of the filled part will be marked.

Filling type：Supports two-way, bow, one-way and ring types.

Calc type：The overall calculation of the document means that the filling line is based

on the whole document, and the starting filling line positions of different marks are

the same (because they are in the same document); the overall calculation of the

object means that the filling line is based on the marked object, and the start of the

filling line is calculated separately Location.

Figure 25 Two text labels, the left picture is the overall calculation of the document, the right

picture is the overall calculation of the object

Spacing：The value of the spacing between two filling lines, the larger the value, the

sparser the filling effect, and vice versa, the denser (full) the filling effect.

Margin：The distance between the charging line and the marked outline.

Angle：The angle between the fill line and the horizontal line.

Figure 26 From left to right, it is two-way, arcuate, circular filling
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2.5.7 Copy

Used to copy the mark.

2.5.8 Entity list

Used to view all the added tags.

Figure 27

Used to view all the marks and their names, pen numbers, and can also modify the
mark names and adjust their marking order (corresponding to the order of the list)

2.5.9 Marker size

The width and height of the rectangle formed by all the selected
marks.
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2.5.10 Marker size adjustment and position adjustment

A+ and A- are used to zoom the selected mark, and the up, down, left and right
buttons are used to adjust the position of the selected mark. The middle button is used
to set the step value when adjusting the position.

2.5.11 Edit properties

：Used to edit the attributes of the marker.

2.5.11.1 Composite text

Figure 28

Other attributes such as 2.4.1 Composite advance text. More properties are explained

here.
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Figure 29

X and Y are the coordinates of the composite text, it is the coordinate base of

thecomposite text, theW and H are the width and height of thecomposite text. Fixed

size can be used to fix the size of thecomposite text, and use it with a fixed width.

Close marking: When this option is checked, this mark will not be marked.

Path merge marking: This item is only effective for single text. When checked, the

text will only be sprayed in one direction when marking on the fly.

Offer data without marking:When this option is checked, the mark will not be

marked, but the data similar to the serial number will change.

Control port: Direct marking with 2.7.8 group label of "Power mark Laser System

Character Stream Protocol". This function can set a communication port (similar to a

mark) for the mark, and then control the marking of the marks with the same mark by

instructions.

2.5.11.1.1 Marking record

Output file：When this option is checked, the marking content of this mark will be

recorded during marking. New can be used to create a new record file, and select can

be used to select an existing record file.

Duplicate check：When this option is checked, it will detect whether the current
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marking content has been marked, if it has been marked. It will prompt if it has been

played.

Output marking date and time:After checking this option, when recording the

marking content, the marking date and time of this content will be recorded.

Query dulipcate mark: After checking this option, when the current marking content

has been marked, the software will ask whether to repeat marking (this content).

Record count limit: It is used to set the maximum number of marking contents that

can be recorded in a single marking record file.

After record count overflow: Check "Overwrite old record data", the new record

data will overwrite the old data; check "Automatically generate new record file", the

software will automatically generate a new record file to record the marking data.

Advanced

Figure 30

Can be used to view the marking record file.

Record file：Display the currently opened log file, used in conjunction with the

selection button.

Previous & Next：It is used to turn the pages of the displayed record file content, and

you can also enter the number of pages in the input box before "/0page" to adjust to

the specified number of pages.

Keyword: Specify a keyword to query the content in the marking record file. You can
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specify the scope of the query: object, name (tag name), content, and date.

Search: Click to find the content that meets our specified conditions.

Clear search: clear the content just found.

Delete selected: delete our selected content.

Export: Used to export the marking record file.

2.5.11.2 Date

Figure 31

Divided into two parts: regular and text

2.5.11.2.1 General attributes

Common attributes include width, height, X, Y, coordinate reference and marking

control.

Keep aspect ratio: when the size of the marker changes, the ratio of the width to the

height of the marker does not change.

Width: The actual width of the current mark.
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Height: The actual height of the current marker.

X and Y: Indicates the position of the coordinate reference.

Coordinate datum： Indicates the reference point of the mark corresponding

to the X and Y values.

2.5.11.2.2 Marking control

Figure32

Fixed size: used to fix the size of the mark, and use it with a fixed width (Note: the

fixed width is only available when the fixed size is checked).

Close marking: After checking, this mark will not be marked.

Path merge marking: This item is only effective for single text. When checked, the

text will only be sprayed in one direction when flying marking machine.

Offer data without marking：When this option is checked, the mark will not be

marked, but the changed data such as the serial number will change.

Control port：Direct marking with 2.7.8 group label of "powermark laser system

character stream protocol". This function can set a communication port (similar to a

mark) for the mark, and then control the marking of the mark with the same

communication port through instructions.

Date parameter as 2.4.2 Date
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2.5.11.2.3 Text

Figure 33

Eng/Num font：Used to set the font of English and numbers.

Ch font: used to set fonts for languages other than English and numbers.

Font W& H: Set the width and height of the character.

Space: It needs to be used together with the Space base. By default, the spacing

benchmark is the character boundary, which represents the distance between the

rightmost of the previous character and the leftmost of the next character. If the

reference is automatic, the spacing is invalid and the value is 0; if the reference is the

character center, the vertical center of each character is used as the reference, and the

center distance is equal.

Alignment direction: the mark has a coordinate point (that is, the position of the

mark). The alignment is different, the relative position of this coordinate point and the

mark is different. The horizontal direction is divided into left end, horizontal center

and right end.
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Figure 34 From top to bottom: left end, horizontal center, right end

As shown in the figure, the coordinate point on the left is on the left side of the mark;

on the horizontal center, the coordinate point is on the horizontal center of the mark;

on the right, the coordinate point is on the right side of the mark. The vertical

direction is the same:

Figure 35 From left to right: top, vertical center, bottom

Bold:When checked, the text of the current content will be bold (only applicable to

TTF font).
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Italic:When checked, the text of the current content will be italicized (only

applicable to TTF font).

Check the arc text option to convert the current mark to arc text. You can set the

radius, start angle, distribution angle, center position, text direction, and

arrangement mode of the arc text. When the arrangement mode is character spacing,

the distribution angle is invalid. Figure 40 illustrates the difference between the two

different text directions:

Figure 36 The arrangement modes of the three pictures are outward, inward (diameter outside)

and inward (diameter inside)

2.5.11.3 Time
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Figure 37

For the general part, as 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section

Time settings as 2.4.3Time

Text settings, as 2.5.11.2.3 Date Text in the Edit Attributes section

2.5.11.4 Barcode

Figure 38

For the general part, see 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section.

For the marking record, see 2.5.11.1.1 Marking Record in the Edit Attributes section.

For the text, see 2.5.11.2.3 Date Text in the Edit Attributes section.

Reverse: Type a barcode with reverse content (usually marked on dark materials), and

use it with the width of the blank margin.

Encode: Different barcode formats can be selected.

Narrow bar width: the width of each vertical line (only one-dimensional codes are

valid).

Narrow bar height: the height of each vertical line (only one-dimensional code is
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valid).

After selecting the display text, the text content in thecomposite text can be displayed

below the bar code. The meaning of the parameters is described in 2.5.11.2.3 Date

Text in the edit attribute section. Here you can modify the marking parameters of the

text as needed, which can be different from the pen number and bar code filling.

QRCode The property page is shown in the figure39:

Figure 39

Errlevel: There are four types of L, M, H, and Q, which increase in order. Increasing

the error level will increase the complexity of the QR code, and can also increase the

fault tolerance of the QR code.

Fill types: no filling, dots, rectangles, circles, arcuate lines, loop rectangles, spiral

rectangles, triangles and arcuate connecting lines. The effects are shown in the figure:

Figure 40

Count: When the filling type is enabled, the number of filling can be selected. The

more the number, the more filling modules around the same point.

Module ratio: adjust the size of the filling module.
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Filling space: the density of filling when filling the module.

Center hole: After checking, there will be a blank space in the center of the QR code,

the size of which is determined by the blank width and blank height.

The property pages of PDF417 and DataMatrix are similar to QRCode, so I won’t

repeat them here.

2.5.11.5 Vector illustration

Figure 41

For the general part, see 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section.

Optimize cache: It is used to solve the problem of re-importing the system after the

vector diagram is changed, but the display and marking are still the old data.

Remove duplicate: remove the coincident line path.

Auto connect neighbouring lines: adjacent lines with connection error within the

connection error value range are complete paths.

Optimize lines sequence

: some lines that seem to be connected together may be out of order, as shown in the

left figure of Figure 46, even if the line connection is checked, it will not work. At this

time, check the optimize line order to convert It is the path shown on the right in
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Figure 46, and the lines are connected successfully.

Figure 42

2.5.11.6 Picture

Figure 43

For the general part, as 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section.

Reverse: Set the picture display effect to reverse color after reversal.

Format: There are three types of grayscale images, dots, and monochrome images.

The gray image is a 256-level gray image; the dots are black and white analog gray
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images; the monochrome image has only black and white colors and only large

patterns are retained.

Fixed DPI: similar to the resolution of the picture. After selecting the fixed DPI, the

DPI of the picture is modified to the specified value for marking, otherwise it is

marked according to the DPI of the picture itself. The larger the DPI value, the higher

the fineness of the image and the longer the marking time.

Bidirection: refers to the scanning direction of the picture when engraving is

scanning back and forth in both directions, otherwise it is fixed to scan from left to

right.

Offset: How much offset data is skipped after a line of data is printed at the time of

bidirectional scanning.

Dot mode: refers to whether the laser is always on when processing each pixel of the

picture, or whether each pixel is on for a specified time. The specified time can be set

in the numerical box on the right.

Disprint grayscale ≤: Ignore marking the area less than or equal to the set gray value.

If the current selection is a gray image, the set range is 0-255; if it is a dot or

monochrome image, the set range Is 0-1. Here, 0 grayscale means white, and 255

(grayscale image) or 1 (monochrome image) indicates black.

2.5.11.7 Delayer

Figure 44
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For the general part, as 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section.

The delay can be realized in marking, and it supports two types of distance and time.

2.5.11.8 VIN code

Figure 45

For the general part, as 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attributes in the Edit Attributes

section.

For marking records, please refer to 2.5.11.1.1 Composite text Marking Records in the

Edit Attributes section.

Increase, decrease, etc. are some serial number parameters.

Static text: fixed content in the VIN code.

Recycle: After checking, the VIN code will automatically jump to the minimum value

after the serial number reaches the maximum value. If it is not checked, marking after

reaching the maximum value will prompt that the serial number is finished.

VIN is the abbreviation of English Vehicle Identification Number (Vehicle

Identification Number). Have a fixed format. In the pneumatic marking machine

software, the simple disassembly is divided into a fixed text part (11 digits) and a
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serial number part (6 digits).

2.5.11.9 Ruler

Figure 46

For the general part, as 2.5.11.2.1 Date General Attribute in the Edit Attributes

section.

Support Straight and Round.

If it is Straight, then the total length = Total cell * Dist cell, starting from the

numerical calculation, accumulate according to the Cell num.

If it is a Round, then the total radian = Totalcell * Angle cell, starting from the

numerical calculation, accumulate according to the Cell num.

The scale of the ruler is divided into large, medium and small grids. Each type of grid

includes parameters such as span and line height. For the text, as 2.5.11.2.3 Date Text

in the Edit Attributes section.
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2.5.12 Marking parameters

Figure 47
Each marker can be set to pen number (is 0-8 below the marking parameters), and

each pen number has its own color. Noted: the two parameters "common" and

"advanced" below are for pen numbers. In other words, each pen number has its own

"common" and "advanced" parameters, which are independent of each other.

Current object: display the pen number of the selected mark, and the marked pen

number can be modified here. Checking off marking will turn off marking for all

pen numbers with that pen number.

Common
Speed: The unit is millimeters per second (mm/s), which is the swing speed of the

X.Y two-way galvanometer inside the scanning head when the light is emitted for

marking. The range is (1---20000mm/s). When adjusting the speed, pay attention to

the corresponding relationship with the power and frequency. The faster the speed, the

higher the frequency should be. The speed value directly affects work efficiency. The
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larger the value, the shorter the time required for marking; the smaller the value, the

longer the time required for marking.

Power：The unit is percentage (%), the relative power of the laser (the actual power

depends on the energy of the laser), and the range is (1%-100%).

Jump speed: The unit is millimeters per second (mm/s) and the range is

(1-20000mm/s). This parameter is mainly used to control the jump speed between

strokes when marking characters or patterns. That is to say, after marking the last

point of a character or stroke, the galvanometer will turn to the moving speed of the

next character or the starting point of the stroke. There is no laser in the middle.

Frequency: The unit is kilohertz (kHz), which is the number of pulses per unit time,

that is, the number of light spots that emit light per second. The larger the value, the

more and more compact the light spots are arranged in a unit length. Proper spot

spacing is conducive to the adjustment of the effect. With other parameters unchanged,

the lower the frequency, the higher the peak power, which has a better direct

gasification effect on the material; the light energy effect exhibited by high frequency

is closer to the average power, that is, the reaction is more thermal effect.

Advanced
Open delay: The unit is microsecond (us). Normally, this value should be adjusted to

a positive value, but when the response time of the laser is greater than the response

time of the galvanometer, the value should be adjusted to a negative value. Both CO2

lasers and fiber lasers should usually be set to negative values. Appropriate switch

delay can remove the key phenomenon at the beginning, but when the start delay is

too large, it will cause gaps.

Close delay:The unit is microseconds (us). Setting appropriate light-off delay

parameters can eliminate the non-closing phenomenon at the end of marking, but if

the light-off delay is set too large, it will cause excessive dots in the end section.

Jump delay：When the X.Y two-way galvanometer inside the scanning head jumps

this action, this action lasts for the longest time.
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Marking count:Set the number of times that all marks under this pen number are

engraved in one marking operation.

Dot type:This parameter is only effective for the points in the marking content,

divided into three modes: time, pulse and diamond.

Dot time:Dotting time (determines the time to emit light on the dot, and the marking

speed is invalid), which only takes effect when the Dot mode is "Time".

Dot pulse:The number of pulses for dotting (determines the duration of the light on

the dot, and the marking speed is invalid), which only takes effect when the dot mode

is "Pulse".

Dot size:The size of the punched dots will only take effect when the Dot type is

"Diamond".

End delay:The unit is microsecond (us). The laser machine makes a stroke. After the

stroke is completed, it needs to wait for the light-off delay and turn off the light. Since

the laser needs response time to turn off the light, the end delay is this waiting time.

After waiting for the end delay, it will go to the next marking coordinate. If this delay

is set too small, the laser has not been completely turned off, causing tailing; if it is set

too large, it will affect the marking time.

Corner delay:The unit is microsecond (us), the delay time of the galvanometer signal

at the corner of the character (range 30-200ns). The delay time required for the laser

marking of character corners or arc lines. If this setting is not set properly, burnt black

will occur at the corners or arc lines of the characters, and the required delay time will

vary depending on the marking. The marking material and marking speed are

different.

To default:Set the current pen number's parameters as the current pen number's

default parameters.

Save as:Save the currently set parameters to the laser marking machine, you need to

enter a unique name.

Parameter manager：
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Figure 48

Used to display and manage the saved pen number parameters.

2.6 Settings

2.6.1 Laser calibrate

Figure 55

It is used to calibrate the galvanometer. For details, please log in to the Zero One

Software Forum (www.laser400.com) to search for "Flight Calibration", and click into
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the post for calibration learning.

2.6.1.1 Infrared

Generally, the laser marking machine is equipped with red light to realize functions

such as preview and positioning. Since the position of the red light emission generally

does not coincide with the position of the laser light emission, it is necessary to

correct the red light.

Before the red light is calibrated, the laser must have been calibrated.

2.6.1.2 Laser test

Used to test the on/off light of the laser.

2.6.2 Laser driver

2.6.2.1 Fiber

Figure 56
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Used to connect the tube money laser.

Fiber laser DB25 pin description

Figure 57

Pin number Signal name Specific instructions

1-8 P0-P7 Laser power. TTL output.

9 PLATCH Power latch signal. TTL output.

10,14 GND Reference ground of control card

11,12,16,21 LASERST0-3 Laser status input

17 VCC 5V power output of control card

18 MO Main oscillator switch signal. TTL output.

19 AP Power amplifier switch signal. TTL output.

20 PRR Repetitive pulse frequency signal. TTL
output

22 RedPt Reserve

23 EMSTOP Emergency stop switch signal. TTL
output.

13,15,24,25 This pin is floating, not connected
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2.6.2.2 CO2 Laser

Figure 58

Used to connect CO2 laser

CO2Laser DB25 pin description

Figure 59

Pin number Signal name Specific description

4、 P3 (CO2_LASER_EN+) CO2 Laser enable signal +. TTL

output

5 P4(CO2_LASER_EN-) CO2 Laser enable signal -. TTL output

19 AP(CO2_PWM+) CO2 Laser pwm+ output. TTL output

20 PRR(CO2_PWM-) CO2 Laser pwm-output. TTL output

10,14 GND Reference ground of control card
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17 VCC 5V power output of control card

Illustrate：

(1) Pin 19 is the PWM+ signal of CO2 laser. Corresponding to the PWM+ of the

waveform diagram;

(2) Pin 20 is the PWM-signal of the CO2 laser. Corresponding to the PWM- of the

waveform diagram;

(3) Pin 4 is the CO2 laser enable signal +. Corresponding to the LASEREN+ of the

waveform diagram;

(4) Pin 5 is the CO2 laser enable signal -. Corresponding to the LASEREN- of the

waveform diagram;

2.6.2.3 YAG（UV）

Figure 60

Used to connect YAG laser.

YAG Laser DB25 pin description
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Figure 61

Pin number Signal name Specific description

9 P5 (YAG_LASERO+) YAG laser switch signal + (shutter

signal). TTL output

7 P6(YAG_LASERO-) YAG laser switch signal-(shutter signal).

TTL output

8 P7(YAG_QKILL) YAG laser first pulse suppression signal.

TTL output

19 AP(YAG_PWM+) YAG laser pwm+ output. TTL output

20 PRR(YAG_PWM-) YAG laser pwm- output. TTL output

10,14 GND Reference ground of control card

17 VCC 5V power output of control card

Illustrate：

(1) Pin 19 is the YAG laser PWM+ signal. Corresponding to the PWM+ of the

waveform diagram;

(2) Pin 20 is the YAG laser PWM- signal. Corresponding to the PWM- of the

waveform diagram;

(3) Pin 9 is the YAG laser shutter signal +. LASERO+ corresponding to the waveform

diagram;

(4) Pin 7 is the YAG laser shutter signal -. LASERO- corresponding to the waveform

diagram;
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(5) Pin 8 is the first pulse suppression signal of YAG laser. QKILL corresponding to

the waveform diagram;

UV Switch: turn on the Huari or Inno laser by the power-on command.

2.6.3 IO Config
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Figure-62

Port explanation

It is the polarity selection button, which means the low level is valid.

It is the polarity selection button, which means high level is valid.

For example: If the trigger input port is selected as 1, the polarity is , Indicates

that when the control board port IN1 changes from high level to low level, it will send

a trigger signal to the program.

If the red light indicator output port is selected as 1, the polarity is ，It means

that when the control board port OUT1 turns from low level to high level, it sends a

red light indicator signal.

The functions of the input and output ports of the adapter board of the Zero One

Flight Screen need to be defined here. For example, if we need a pedal, we define the

"external control start marking" as IN1, then IN1 can be used as a pedal; if it is IN2,

then IN2 can be used as a pedal.

Interface Description

As shown below:
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Figure 63

Pin

number

Signal name Specific description

1 EARTH EARTH

2 GND GND

3 12V_I 12 to 24V power input

4 12V_O 12V output, this output is the same

as the power input power

5 A Encoder A input

6 B Encoder B input

7 GND land

8 IN1 12V optocoupler configurable input 1

9 IN2 12V optocoupler configurable input 2

10 IN3 12V optocoupler configurable input 3

11 TXD Corresponding to serial port 4, 232

serial port output

12 RXD Corresponding to serial port 4, 232

serial port input

13 GND land

14 RED Red light output, TTL level

15 OUT1 Configurable output 1, TTL level

16 OUT2 Configurable output 2, TTL level

Debug IO: used to test whether the IO port is normal. When the control board has

input status, the input port interface button lights up; when the output port interface

button is pressed, the system changes the output port status of the corresponding
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control board, and the external device can detect whether there is output.

2.6.4 Alarm config

Figure 64

Configure whether to output an alarm signal when overspeed, Missing mark, Show

clear missing alarm dialog or Pipeline stopped.
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2.6.5 System

Figure 65

Some information for setting up the device.
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2.6.6 Communication settings

2.6.6.1 Serial port

Figure 67

The serial port is used for the communication of the upper computer to remotely

operate the laser marking machine. The attributes here should be consistent with the

serial port parameters of the upper computer.

Default protocol

Output options: refers to whether to output the marking completion instruction

through the serial port after the marking is completed. ①None means no output after

marking; ②Fixed information means sending serial data with fixed byte length;

③Engraved content means sending the current marked content.

Character stream protocol

The character stream protocol is our custom command format, which defines what

format content we send to control our machine during communication.

Command characters: Ascii or Unicode can be selected, Ascii is sent in single byte,

and Unicode is sent in double bytes. If the control command does not contain Chinese,

it is recommended to use Ascii, otherwise use Unicode.

Receiving timeout: total the received messages within the timeout period into one
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complete message.

2.6.6.2 Network

Figure 68
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For devices connected with DHCP services (such as switches, routers), we don't need

to set the IP. If you need to set a static IP, check "Static", and then fill in a free IP

address.

Enable communication tick to enable communication. Port Set the communication

port of the marking machine. Command characters support optional ASCII or

Unicode, Ascii is sent in single byte, and Unicode is sent in double bytes. If the

control command does not contain Chinese, it is recommended to use ASCII,

otherwise use Unicode.

Receiving timeout: total the received messages within the timeout period into one

complete message.

Output options:

Figure 69

Used to set the output content of the network after performing certain actions.

Debug mode: used to test whether the communication of the marking machine is

normal. Check the content received by the marking machine, or send容。
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2.6.6.3 Modbus

Figure 70

Used to set relevant parameters of modbus communication, support network and

serial port. You can set the station number.

2.6.7 History record

Figure 71

Can be used to view and manage marking record files.
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2.6.8 Permission

Figure 72

Used to modify the login passwords of engineers and administrators.

2.6.9 Log

Figure 73

Used to view and manage the log files of the marking machine.
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2.6.10 About

Figure 74

Used to display the information and software information of the marking machine.

Installation tools: used to install input methods and laser debugging tools, etc.

Upgrade: used to upgrade the marking machine software.

2.7 Marking control area

Figure 75

The number of completions shows the number of markings for the current document.

The completion time shows the time required to mark and modify the document.

Overspeed & missed hits display the number of overspeed and missed hits. Setting 0

is used to set the completed number to 0.

Advanced：
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Figure 76

No limit: After ticking, an unlimited number of markings can be made, and the Plan

is not available.

Finish: The finish marking times of the document.

Step: the step value of the last completed number.

Enable Quick Toolbar: Set whether to use the delete and center buttons of the edit

view.

Reset database: used to reset the database to the specified row and column.

SN status: You can view/reset the serial number content in the document.

Mode

Figure 77
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Figure 78

Figure 79

Support three modes: Static, Fly and Pipeline.

Print: used to control the start of marking.

Test print: used for trial printing.

Preview: used for red light preview.
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